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NOW, AN EXPANDED HORIZON OF SURVEILLANCE
Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Basics of Cyber Security and related matters

This year, the Indian Cyber Crime Coordination Centre (I4C), under the Ministry of Home Affairs
(MHA), launched the Cyber Crime Volunteers Programme with the aim to allow citizens to
register themselves as “Cyber Crime Volunteers’’ in the role of “Unlawful Content Flaggers”. As
per the official website of the National Cyber Crime Reporting Portal, the programme will help
law enforcement agencies in identifying, reporting and in the removal of illegal/unlawful online
content. The programme, which will be launched all over the country, is going to have its test run
in Jammu and Kashmir and Tripura.

This form of surveillance, which enables citizens to “watch over” one another is called lateral
surveillance. The conventional understanding of the term, surveillance, is its use in the
hierarchical sense, i.e. the vertical relationship between the person watching and the person
being watched, which is usually the state and its citizenry. Lateral or social or peer-to-peer
surveillance differs from typical surveillance.

Also read | Cyber crime volunteers plan fraught with dangers: Internet Freedom Foundation

While surveillance of any kind shows an imbalance of power between the person who surveils,
and the one under surveillance, lateral surveillance specifically ensures that the imbalance of
power no longer exists. Informal watching of communities by their members has been an age-
old part of society, and its members view it as a harmless activity. The problem arises when it is
organised and state-sponsored.

In the 1970s, the United States had the neighborhood watch schemes which increased
community policing. With the introduction of technology and development of applications such
as Citizen and Nextdoor, monitoring of people and their behaviour has become easier. Further,
government and private sector institutions alike collect swathes of data for supposedly ‘public
functions’. Specifically in the sphere of crime prevention, much like the cyber crime prevention
programme, there has been a transition in the outlook from a ‘punishing state’ to a ‘preventive
state’.

This is not the first time state-sponsored lateral surveillance has been implemented in India. For
example, the C-Plan App in Uttar Pradesh launched for keeping a tab on anti-social elements, is
designed to receive inputs from certain identified individuals in villages across the State. These
individuals have been given the responsibility to solve local problems such as providing
information about simmering communal tensions or land disputes taking place in their respective
villages through the mobile application.

Also read | No blanket permission given to any agency on surveillance: Centre

The scope of lateral surveillance was greatly expanded during the pandemic lockdown, both with
and without the introduction of technology. The Karnataka government released a PDF with the
names and addresses of around 19,000 international passengers who were quarantined in
Bengaluru while in the North, a woman was harassed and boycotted by her neighbours after the
Delhi government marked her house with a quarantine sticker.

If a pattern were to be drawn, one notices that lateral surveillance is used to further emotional
objectives such as community building and strengthening relationships with neighbours where
emotional and social factors act as a driving force, thus creating a situation where privacy may

https://cybercrime.gov.in/Webform/cyber_volunteers_concept.aspx
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/cyber-crime-volunteers-plan-fraught-with-dangers-internet-freedom-foundation/article33973393.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/no-blanket-permission-given-to-any-agency-on-surveillance-centre/article33762147.ece
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be undermined for the betterment of the community.

However, surveillance technologies not only act as a tool for social control but also as a tool for
social exclusion. Lateral surveillance thus makes it easier to discriminate between those who
conform to the social norms of the majority. For example, the LGBT community in South Korea
came under the scanner after a cluster of novel coronavirus cases were reported from a
particular area which had resulted in large-scale circulation of homophobic content and
comments against the patients who tested positive from the community. This not only made it
difficult for authorities to collect information but also increased troubles for the people belonging
to the sexual minority in getting themselves tested.

State-sponsored lateral surveillance is harmful as it creates a culture of ‘hate’, ‘fear’ and
‘constant suspicion’ against an ‘enemy’. Wherever the state identifies that it “cannot be
everywhere”, it deploys this mechanism. This culture places a duty on people to ‘keep an eye
out’ for ‘their own safety’ and this heightens the fear of crime in society.

Such perceived threats have a tendency to increase intolerance, prejudice, xenophobia and
casteism in our society, while also violating the fundamental right to privacy, and, consequently,
the unfettered expression of free speech and behaviour.

A wolf in watchdog’s clothing: On government’s move to regulate digital media

Despite the potential harm, the government, on February 25, notified the Information Technology
(Intermediary Guidelines and Digital Media Ethics Code) Rules, 2021 which intends to expand
“due diligence” obligations by intermediaries. However, this not only substantially increases
surveillance but also promotes lateral surveillance. For example provisions pertaining to user
directed take downs of non-consensual sexually explicit content or ‘any other matters’ and even
the harsh content take down/data sharing timelines will enable intermediaries to remove or
disable access to information within a short period of time of being notified by users,
circumventing the “actual knowledge” doctrine given in Shreya Singhal vs Union of India. This
will further create an incentive to take down content and share user data without sufficient due
process safeguards, violating the fundamental right to privacy and freedom of expression. One
wonders how long it would be before a neighbour with a “passion to serve the nation on a single
platform and contribute in [the] fight against cybercrime in the country” reports you or me on a
social media platform or otherwise.

Mira Swaminathan is a public policy lawyer based in Delhi. The views expressed are personal
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PATCHING THE GAPS IN INDIA’S CYBERSECURITY
Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Basics of Cyber Security and related matters

On Sunday, February 28, there was a sensational report in The New York Times, China appears
to warn India: push too hard and the lights could go out, based on investigations by a United
States-based cybersecurity firm. It raised the possibility that the power outage in Mumbai, on
October 13, 2020, could have been the result of an attack by a Chinese state-sponsored group.
Maharashtra’s Home Minister acknowledged that a report by the Maharashtra Cyber Cell
showed that the grid failure was potentially the result of “cyber sabotage”. Meanwhile, the Union
Power Ministry denied that the grid failure was linked to any cybersecurity incident, and blamed
human error for it. We cannot say who is right since not enough information is available in the
public domain. And therein lies the rub.

While Maharashtra’s Home Minister has promised to table the report in the Assembly, this would
be the first time, to our knowledge, that a cybersecurity incident has been discussed this openly
by government officials.

India has been attacked by suspected Chinese state-sponsored groups multiple times in the
past. In 2009, a suspected cyber espionage network dubbed GhostNet was found to be
targeting, amongst others, the Tibetan government in exile in India, and many Indian embassies.
By pursuing the leads from that discovery, researchers found what they dubbed the Shadow
Network, a vast cyberespionage operation which extensively targeted Indian entities, including
military establishments, news publications, and even the National Security Council Secretariat
itself, with clear evidence that confidential documents had been accessed by the attackers. In
response to a question raised in Parliament, the then Minister Sachin Pilot noted an
investigation was under way. There were a number of subsequent attacks that targeted India,
including Stuxnet, which had also taken down nuclear reactors in Iran; Suckfly, which targeted
not just government but also private entities including a firm that provided tech support to the
National Stock Exchange; and Dtrack which first targeted Indian banks, and later the
Kudankulam nuclear power plant (Tamil Nadu) in 2019. However, neither the report from the
Shadow Network investigation, nor any other, has ever been tabled in Parliament, nor even a
redacted version made public. Even when parliamentarians have raised serious questions, the
government’s responses have only been perfunctory. Appraising lawmakers of the scale and
depth of the damage wrought is critical to enabling meaningful public discussions and crafting a
robust response. Further, doing so will enable the government to be able to own the narrative
around these incidents.

On a side note, while there is much evidence to show that Chinese state-sponsored groups
were responsible for many of these attacks, Chinese cybersecurity agencies have also helped
the security community in dismantling the infrastructure behind some of these attacks. And it
must also be remembered that documents released by WikiLeaks show that groups such as the
Central Intelligence Agency’s UMBRAGE project have advanced capabilities of misdirecting
attribution to another nation-state (“false flag attacks”) by leaving behind false “fingerprints” for
investigators to find. Given this, questions of attribution are always murky when it comes to
cyber attacks — necessitating a robust institutional posture and political acumen in publicly
dealing with these issues.

Over the past two decades, India has made a significant effort at crafting institutional machinery
focusing on cyber resilience spanning several government entities. The Prime Minister’s Office
includes within it several cyber portfolios. Among these are the National Security Council,
usually chaired by the National Security Adviser (NSA), and plays a key role in shaping India’s

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/28/us/politics/china-india-hacking-electricity.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/28/us/politics/china-india-hacking-electricity.html
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https://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/mumbai/cyber-sabotage-led-to-october-2020-outage-in-mumbai-minister/article33964939.ece
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cyber policy ecosystem. The NSA also chairs the National Information Board, which is meant to
be the apex body for cross-ministry coordination on cybersecurity policymaking. The National
Critical Information Infrastructure Protection Centre established under the National Technical
Research Organisation in January 2014 was mandated to facilitate the protection of critical
information infrastructure. In 2015, the Prime Minister established the office of the National
Cyber Security Coordinator who advises the Prime Minister on strategic cybersecurity issues.

Also read | Only 20% of Indians are not confident in their ability to prevent a cyber attack

India’s Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT-In), which is the nodal entity responding
to various cybersecurity threats to non-critical infrastructure comes under the Ministry of
Electronics and Information Technology (MEITY). The Ministry of Defence has recently
upgraded the Defence Information Assurance and Research Agency to establish the Defence
Cyber Agency, a tri-service command of the Indian armed forces to coordinate and control joint
cyber operations, and craft India’s cyber doctrine. Finally, the Ministry of Home Affairs oversees
multiple similarly-named “coordination centres” that focus on law enforcement efforts to address
cybercrime, espionage and terrorism, while the Ministry of External Affairs coordinates India’s
cyber diplomacy push — both bilaterally with other countries, and at international fora like the
United Nations.

This institutional framework, while seeking to create an ‘all of government’ approach to
countering and mitigating cybersecurity threats at the national level, has also resulted in
concerns around effective coordination, overlapping responsibilities and lack of clear institutional
boundaries and accountability. This needs to be clarified in India’s National Cyber Security
Strategy, which has been drafted by the NSC — a much-needed update to the National Cyber
Security Policy 2013 — but is yet to be released. Ensuring coherence and coordination between
these different actors should be its primary goal.

Also read | India’s cyber defences breached and reported; govt. yet to fix it

India is also yet to clearly articulate a doctrine that holistically captures its approach to cyber
conflict, either for conducting offensive cyber operations, or the extent and scope of
countermeasures against cyber attacks. While reports indicate that India too engages in
targeted cyber-attacks, the rules of engagement for that too are unclear. This is unlike India’s
approach to other global security regimes. For example, the ‘No First Use’ nuclear posture has
been critical in preventing a nuclear armageddon in a region fraught by political and military
tensions, and continues to further India’s global reputation as a responsible nuclear state.

Is it fair to argue that ‘cyber’ is different? Could secrecy and ambiguity surrounding a nation’s
doctrine and capabilities provide a tactical advantage when engaging in cyber operations? This
is hardly the case in today’s increasingly unstable geopolitical scenario. The existing asymmetry
in capabilities does not currently favour India. The absence of a credible cyber deterrence
strategy means that states and non-state actors alike remain incentivised to undertake low-scale
cyber operations for a variety of purposes — espionage, cyber crime, and even the disruption of
critical information infrastructure.

Also read | Over 2.9 lakh cyber security incidents related to digital banking reported in 2020,
Rajya Sabha told

The same argument must be made for India’s contribution to global regimes crafting norms for
responsible state behaviour in cyberspace. India has been an active participant at processes
within the First Committee of the United Nations General Assembly dealing with issues of
disarmament and international security. While the Indian delegation has made public some of

https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/technology/internet/mcafee-cybersecurity-india-consumer-security-mindset-report-2021-cybersecurity-phishing-hacking-data/article33674262.ece
https://www.cert-in.org.in/
https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/technology/indias-cyber-defenses-breached-and-reported-govt-yet-to-fix-it/article33888110.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/technology/over-29-lakh-cyber-security-incidents-related-to-digital-banking-reported-in-2020/article33757241.ece
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their intervention, India’s long-term strategic thinking on core issues of debate at these fora
remains relatively unknown, barring a few statements by public officials, including Shivshankar
Menon and Arvind Gupta. A key opportunity herein is a precise articulation of how international
law applies to cyberspace, which could mould the global governance debate to further India’s
strategic interests and capabilities. In particular, this should include positioning on not just non-
binding norms but also legal obligations on ‘red lines’ with respect to cyberspace-targets that
should be considered illegitimate due to their significance for human life, such as health-care
systems, electricity grids, water supply, and financial systems.

Also read | How safe are you, online?

Clearer strategy and greater transparency are the need of the hour to improve India’s
cybersecurity posture. To better detect and counter threats from both state actors and their
proxies as well as online criminals, improved coordination is needed between the government
and the private sector, as well as within the government itself — and at the national and State
levels. A clear public posture on cyber defence and warfare boosts citizen confidence, helps
build trust among allies, and clearly signals intent to potential adversaries, thus enabling a more
stable and secure cyber ecosystem.

Pranesh Prakash was a co-founder of the Centre for Internet and Society, and is an affiliated
fellow at Yale Law School’s Information Society Project. Arindrajit Basu is Research Lead at the
Centre for Internet and Society
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INDIA PLANS NEW NATIONAL STRATEGY ON
CYBERSECURITY AMID CHINA HACKING CONCERNS

Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Basics of Cyber Security and related matters

The plan will coordinate responses across ministries including home affairs, IT, defense and the
National Critical Information Infrastructure Protection Centre in case of an attack and set audit
procedures, former Lt General Rajesh Pant, India’s National Cyber Security Coordinator said

India is mulling a new national strategy to strengthen the country’s cybersecurity amid
allegations that Chinese intrusions may have affected operations at a key stock exchange and
supply of electricity in the country’s commercial capital.

The plan will coordinate responses across ministries including Home Affairs, Information
Technology, Defense and the National Critical Information Infrastructure Protection Centre in
case of an attack and set audit procedures, former Lieutenant General Rajesh Pant, India’s
National Cyber Security Coordinator said in an interview. It will be approved by the cabinet
committee on security headed by Prime Minister Narendra Modi.

Authorities are investigating a series of recent suspected cyber intrusions which could have led
to a power outage in Mumbai, crippled systems at banks and caused a glitch at the country’s
premier National Stock Exchange, he said. The report is expected in about a fortnight.

“We also want to know what happened," said Pant, who served in the Indian army and now
coordinates India’s cyber intelligence and reports to the Prime Minister’s Office. He said the
breaches were likely malware and couldn’t be classified as attacks without a proper
investigation.

At least one connection opened by Chinese state-sponsored hackers into the network system of
an Indian port was still active, as authorities blocked attempts to penetrate the South Asian
nation’s electrical sector, the U.S.-based research firm Recorded Future said last week. The
attempts by the Red Echo group have been occurring since at least the middle of last year,
around the time a bloody skirmish between Indian and Chinese soldiers started in the remote
Himalayan region, the firm said.

The new strategy will lay down protocols for prevention and audit to secure the government’s
digitally connected water, health and education systems that are all being treated as critical
infrastructure, he said. Infrastructure like nuclear, power and aviation will be considered
supercritical.

“In my view, if internet-connected computers are infected by malware, I won’t say it’s an attack
but an infection unless it jumps from IT systems to other operation systems," Pant said. “It’s like
a crank caller. Can you stop someone from dialing your number?"
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CYBER VOLUNTEER PROGRAMME ROLLED OUT, MHA
INFORMS LS

Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Basics of Cyber Security and related matters

The Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) informed the Lok Sabha on Tuesday that a “cyber
volunteer” programme has been rolled out for “cyber hygiene promotion” and the services of
volunteers would be utilised by the State police as per requirement.

The MHA, through its cyber crime grievance portal- cybercrime.gov.in, aims to raise a group of
“cyber crime volunteers” to flag “unlawful content” on the Internet. Various groups, including the
Internet Freedom Foundation (IFF), have expressed concern that the programme enables a
culture of surveillance and could create potential social distrust by encouraging civilians to report
the online activities of other citizens.

Privacy matters

Biju Janta Dal Member of Parliament Pinaki Misra asked whether “concerns of infringement of
privacy due to surreptitious and malafide intrusion into an individual’s online activities are
addressed in this programme and its operating protocol.”

Union Minister of State for Home G. Kishan Reddy said in a written reply, “The challenges of
cyber space are many which flow from its vastness and borderless character. ... Cyber Crime
Volunteer Framework has been rolled out as an initiative as a part of cyber hygiene promotion to
bring together citizens to contribute in the fight against cybercrime in the country and assist
State/UT LEAs (law enforcement agencies) in their endeavour to curb cyber crimes. The
volunteers will be enrolled and their services utilized by the respective State/UT Police
Authorities, as per their requirement.”

The Minister observed in another reply that the MHA had operationalised the National Cyber
Crime Reporting Portal on August 30, 2019 to provide a centralised mechanism to the citizens
for online reporting of all types of cyber crime incidents, with a special focus on cyber crimes
against women and children.

The reply said that as per the data maintained, since its inception, 3,17,439 cyber crime
incidents and 5,771 FIRs have been registered up to February 28 in the country.

The conversion of complaints received into FIRs stood at 1.81%.

The Minister stated in a third reply that the government had approved the setting up of 1,023
Fast Track Special Courts (FTSCs), including 389 exclusive POCSO Courts, for expeditious trial
and disposal of cases related to rape and the Protection of Children from Sexual Offences
(POCSO) Act.

“As per published information, the conviction rate for the POCSO cases in 2019 was 34.9%,” the
reply stated.
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FORESTALLING A CYBER PEARL HARBOUR
Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Basics of Cyber Security and related matters

The threat posed to key Indian entities by antagonistic forces such as China is beginning to
merit critical attention in all the right quarters. This follows revelations by the U.S.-based cyber
security firm, Recorded Future, which were carried by the media in the United States.

According to a despatch by The New York Times, in the lead-up to the India-China border
clashes, Recorded Future had found an increase in malware attacks targeting the Indian
government, defence organisations and the public sector. Also that, coinciding with Chinese
incursions in Eastern Ladakh, certain Indian power facilities had been targets of a cyber attack.
Furthermore, that there was still some evidence of ongoing intrusions, though the intensity of the
activity appeared to have ceased by mid-February 2021.

Explained | Red Echo, ShadowPad, and the targeting of India's power grid

A needless controversy did erupt in the wake of these disclosures, as to whether the October
2020 blackout in Mumbai was directly linked to this cyber attack. State authorities in
Maharashtra attributed the blackout to the attack by the Chinese cyber group, but authorities in
Delhi blamed it on human error. Far more crucial than merely assigning blame, and what should
have been of real concern, is that key infrastructure facilities, such as the power sector, were
now in the crosshairs of a hostile China, which appeared intent on deploying cyber weapons to
target India. China’s intention evidently is to keep India in thrall, while outwardly demonstrating a
conciliatory posture, such as vacating some of the areas in Eastern Ladakh that it had occupied
post April 2020.

The reported events are a wake-up call for India, and it would be a grievous error if India were to
underestimate the extent of the cyber threat posed to it by China. Indian government agencies,
such as the National Critical Information Infrastructure Protection Centre (NCIIPC) and the
Indian Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT-In) may have more information on China’s
aggressive cyber campaign, but if what Recorded Future has indicated is true, viz., ‘that since
early 2020, there has been an observation of a large increase in suspected targeted intrusion
activity against Indian organisations from Chinese state-sponsored groups’ concentrating on
infrastructure targets, including the power sector and ports, then India needs to be on its guard.

At least 10 Indian distinct power sector organisations are said to have been targeted, in addition
to two Indian ports. What adds verisimilitude to these revelations is the identification of the
network infrastructure viz., AXIOMATICASYMPTOTE, whose servers are known to be used by
RedEcho, a China-linked activity group, that targets India’s power sector, and facilitates the
employment of a malware known as ShadowPad. ShadowPad is a network intrusion malware
affiliated to both the Chinese Ministry of State Security and the People’s Liberation Army.
ShadowPad is depicted as a “back-door ‘Trojan’ malware which creates a secret path from a
targeted system to a command and control server to extract information”. If indeed the future is
digital, and if China has indeed embarked on an all-out offensive of this nature, India needs to
adopt comprehensive measures to forestall a potential ‘Cyber Pearl Harbour’, as far as India is
concerned.

Also read | Chinese cyber attack foiled: Power Ministry

Across the world, Beijing does appear to be engaged in a major cyber offensive, directed not
only against countries like India but against many advanced nations as well. In attempting this,
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what China is doing is essentially exploiting to perfection the many vulnerabilities that software
companies (essentially those in the West), have deliberately left open (for offensive purposes at
an opportune time). Exploiting this loophole, and also turning matters on its head, it is
companies in the western world that are now at the receiving end of such antics, having ‘left
vulnerabilities for future exploitation’.

Chinese cyber espionage sets no limitations on targets. Towards the end of 2020, and as the
world prepared for large-scale deployment of COVID-19 vaccines, their attention was directed to
vaccine distribution supply chains around the world. A global ‘spearphishing campaign’ targeting
organisations responsible for vaccine storage and transportation was reportedly unleashed, and
while concrete evidence as to which country was indeed responsible for this is not available, the
shadow of suspicion has fallen mainly on Chinese hackers. Their objective seems to have been
targeting vaccine research, gaining future access to corporate networks, and seeking sensitive
information relating to COVID-19 vaccine distribution.

Comment | Patching the gaps in India’s cybersecurity

Very recently in 2021, several thousands of U.S. organisations were hacked in an unusually
aggressive Chinese espionage campaign. The Chinese group, Hafnium, which has been
identified as being responsible for this breach, exploited a series of flaws in the Microsoft
software, enabling attackers to gain total remote control over affected systems. Each hour of the
day, thousands of Microsoft servers were compromised as a result, till the breach was
discovered.

While Chinese cyber espionage may be the flavour of the month, what must be recognised is
that many other countries, including the U.S. and Russia, do engage in the same kind of cyber
warfare. Little is publicised about western cyber espionage, and while these may not match that
of either China or Russia, it does happen. The U.S. has extensively publicised Russia’s cyber
antics from time to time. Best known are accusations of Russia’s cyber interference in the U.S.
presidential elections in 2016, which approached the level of a major scandal. Russia is
currently the prime suspect in one of the greatest data breaches concerning the U.S. Federal
government, involving the Departments of Defence, Energy, State, Homeland Security,
Treasury, etc. Headlined SolarWinds, the late 2020 breach is a prime example of the damage
that can be caused by a cyber attack.

Also read | Only 20% of Indians are not confident in their ability to prevent a cyber attack

Cyber attacks and cyber espionage could rewrite the history of our times. We are witnessing
only the tip of the iceberg at present and most nations are truly unaware of the extent to which
breaches are taking place. Nations should beware and be warned about how cyber attacks can
bring a nation to its knees. This was well demonstrated way back in 2016, when a major attack
on Ukraine’s power grid took place and set an ominous precedent in this respect. The attacks
were carried out by skilled cyber security professionals, who had planned their assaults over
many months, testing the quality of the malware, carrying out detailed logistics planning, and
conducting a very sophisticated operation. The Ukraine example should be a wake-up call for
India and the world, as in the intervening five years, the sophistication of cyber attacks and the
kind of malware available have become more advanced. India, could well be blindsided by
Chinese cyber attacks on critical infrastructure if the latter sets out to do so, unless prophylactic
measures are taken in time.

There are no readymade solutions to counter the cyber offensive emanating from different
quarters. No nation can hope, or can claim, to be insulated from such attacks. The U.S. seemed
to fully wake up to the cyber threat only in 2017 when U.S. security tools were hacked, having
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preferred for long to indulge in a kind of ‘active defence’ by seeking to hack enemy networks.
U.S. President Joe Biden is now understood to have included a sum of over $10 billion for cyber
security in his COVID-19 Relief Bill, which is clearly intended to improve U.S. ‘readiness and
resilience in cyber space’.

Also read | Over 2.9 lakh cyber security incidents related to digital banking reported in 2020,
Rajya Sabha told

From an Indian perspective, the Chinese cyber threat could prove to be truly daunting. The
reasons for this are many. China’s analysis of the state of current relations between China and
India is that they remain antagonistic to the point of ‘de-coupling’, and the confrontation between
Chinese President Xi Jinping’s ‘Community with shared future for mankind’ and India’s current
posture could lead to a ‘long period of volatility’. As India grows closer to the U.S., this gap
between the two key Asian nations can be expected to become still wider.

Under Mr. Xi, China has forged a firm nexus between authoritarianism, global ambitions and
technology, and is determined to transform the global order to advance its interests. ‘Cyber’
could well be one of China’s main threat vectors employed against countries that do not fall in
line with China’s world view. China’s 2021 Defence Budget (amounting to $209 billion) gives
special weightage to the Strategic Support Force (SSF), which embraces cyber warfare — an
ominous portent that bodes little good for countries that posit a challenge to China’s ambitions,
such as India. Drawing up a comprehensive cyber strategy, one that fully acknowledges the
extent of the cyber threat from China, has thus become an imperative and immediate necessity.

M.K. Narayanan, a former National Security Adviser and a former Governor of West Bengal, is
currently Executive Chairman of CyQureX Pvt. Ltd., a U.K.-U.S.A. cyber security joint venture
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a request for those who can afford to subscribe: please do. As we fight disinformation and
misinformation, and keep apace with the happenings, we need to commit greater resources to
news gathering operations. We promise to deliver quality journalism that stays away from vested
interest and political propaganda.

Dear subscriber,

Thank you!

Your support for our journalism is invaluable. It’s a support for truth and fairness in journalism. It
has helped us keep apace with events and happenings.

The Hindu has always stood for journalism that is in the public interest. At this difficult time, it
becomes even more important that we have access to information that has a bearing on our
health and well-being, our lives, and livelihoods. As a subscriber, you are not only a beneficiary
of our work but also its enabler.

We also reiterate here the promise that our team of reporters, copy editors, fact-checkers,
designers, and photographers will deliver quality journalism that stays away from vested interest
and political propaganda.

Suresh Nambath
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You can support quality journalism by turning off ad blocker or purchase a subscription for
unlimited access to The Hindu.

Sign up for a 30 day free trial.
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NEW WAVE OF ‘HACKTIVISM’ ADDS TWIST TO
CYBERSECURITY WOES

Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Basics of Cyber Security and related matters

A different kind of cyber threat is re-emerging: activist hackers looking to make a political point.  
| Photo Credit: Reuters

(Subscribe to our Today's Cache newsletter for a quick snapshot of top 5 tech stories. Click here
to subscribe for free.)

At a time when U.S. agencies and thousands of companies are fighting off major hacking
campaigns originating in Russia and China, a different kind of cyber threat is re-emerging:
activist hackers looking to make a political point.

Three major hacks show the power of this new wave of "hacktivism" - the exposure of AI-driven
video surveillance being conducted by the startup Verkada, a collection of Jan. 6 riot videos from
the right-wing social network Parler, and disclosure of the Myanmar military junta's high-tech
surveillance apparatus.

And the U.S. government’s response shows that officials regard the return of hacktivism with
alarm. An indictment last week accused 21-year-old Tillie Kottmann, a Swiss hacker who took
credit for the Verkada breach, of a broad conspiracy.

Also Read | Hackers breach cameras at banks, jails, Tesla and more

"Wrapping oneself in an allegedly altruistic motive does not remove the criminal stench from
such intrusion, theft and fraud," Seattle-based Acting U.S. Attorney Tessa Gorman said.

According to a U.S. counter-intelligence strategy released a year ago, "ideologically motivated
entities such as hacktivists, leaktivists, and public disclosure organizations," are now viewed as
"significant threats," alongside five countries, three terrorist groups, and "transnational criminal
organizations."

Earlier waves of hacktivism, notably by the amorphous collective known as Anonymous in the
early 2010s, largely faded away under law enforcement pressure. But now a new generation of
youthful hackers, many angry about how the cybersecurity world operates and upset about the
role of tech companies in spreading propaganda, are joining the fray.

And some former Anonymous members are returning to the field, including Aubrey Cottle, who
helped revive the group’s Twitter presence last year in support of the Black Lives Matter
protests.

Anonymous followers drew attention for disrupting an app that the Dallas police department was
using to field complaints about protesters by flooding it with nonsense traffic. They also wrested
control of Twitter hashtags promoted by police supporters.

"What’s interesting about the current wave of the Parler archive and Gab hack and leak is that
the hacktivism is supporting anti racist politics or anti fascism politics,” said Gabriella Coleman,
an anthropologist at McGill University,Montreal, who wrote a book on Anonymous.
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Gab, a social network favored by white nationalists and other right-wing extremists, has also
been hurt by the hacktivist campaign and had to shut down for brief periods after breaches.

DISRUPTING QANON

Most recently, Cottle has been focused on QAnon and hategroups.

"QAnon trying to adopt Anonymous and merge itself into Anonymous proper, that was the straw
that broke the camel’s back," said Cottle, who has held a number of web development and
engineering jobs, including a stint at Ericsson.

He found email data showing that people in charge of the 8kun image board, where the persona
known as Q posted, were in steady contact with major promoters of QAnon conspiracies.

The new-wave hacktivists also have a preferred place for putting materials they want to make
public - Distributed Denial of Secrets, a transparency site that took up the mantle ofWiki Leaks
with less geopolitical bias. The site’s collective isled by Emma Best, an American known for filing
prolific freedom of information requests.

Best’s two-year-old site coordinating access by researchers and media to a hoard of posts taken
from Gab by unidentified hackers. In an essay this week, Best praised Kottmann and said leaks
would keep coming, not just from hacktivists but insiders and the ransomware operators who
publish files when companies don’t pay them off.

"Indictments like Tillie's show just how scared the government is, and just how many
corporations consider embarrassment a greater threat than insecurity," Best wrote.

The events covered by the Kottmann indictment took place from November 2019 through
January 2021. The core allegation is that the Lucerne software developer and associates broke
into a number of companies, removed computer code and published it. The indictment also said
Kottmann spoke to the media about poor security practices by the victims and stood to profit, if
only by selling shirts saying things like “venture anti capitalist” and “catgirl hacker.”

But it was only after Kottmann publicly took credit for breaching Verkada and posted alarming
videos from inside big companies, medical facilities and a jail that Swiss authorities raided their
home at the behest of the U.S. government. Kottmann uses non-binary pronouns.

"This move by the U.S. government is clearly not only an attempt to disrupt the freedom of
information, but also primarily to intimidate and silence this newly emerging wave of hacktivists
and leaktivists," Kottmann said in an interview with Reuters.

Kottmann and their lawyer declined to discuss the U.S. charges of wire fraud for some of
Kottmann's online statements, aggravated identity theft for using employee credentials, and
conspiracy, which together are enough for a lengthy prison sentence.

The FBI declined an interview request. If it seeks extradition, the Swiss would determine
whether Kottmann’s purported actions would have violated that country’s laws.

DISDAIN

Kottmann was open about their disdain for the law and corporate powers-that-be. “Like many
people, I’ve always been opposed to intellectual property as a concept and specifically how it’s
used to limit our understanding of the systems that run our daily lives,” Kottmann said.
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A European friend of Kottmann’s known as "donk_enby," a reference to being non-binary in
gender, is another major figure in the hacktivism revival. Donk grew angry about conspiracy
theories spread by QAnon followers on the social media app Parler that drove protests against
COVID-19 health measures.

Following a Cottle post about a leak from Parler in November, Donk dissected the iOS version of
Parler’s app and found a poor design choice. Each post bore an assigned number,and she could
use a program to keep adding 1 to that number and download every single post in sequence.

After the Jan. 6 U.S. Capitol riots, Donk shared links to the web addresses of a million Parler
video posts and asked her Twitter followers to download them before rioters who recorded
themselves inside the building deleted the evidence. The trove included not just footage but
exact locations and timestamps,allowing members of Congress to catalogue the violence and
the FBI to identify more suspects.

Popular with far-right figures, Parler has struggled to stay online after being dropped by Google
and Amazon. Donk's actions alarmed users who thought some videos would remain
private,hindering the its attempt at a comeback.

In the meantime, protesters in Myanmar asked Donk for help,leading to file dumps that
prompted Google to pull its blogging platform and email accounts from leaders of the Feb. 1
coup. Donk's identification of numerous other military contractors helped fuel sanctions that
continue to pile up.

One big change from the earlier era of hacktivisim is that hackers can now make money legally
by reporting the security weaknesses they find to the companies involved, or taking jobs with
cybersecurity firms.

But some view so-called bug bounty programs, and the hiring of hackers to break into systems
to find weaknesses, as mechanisms for protecting companies who should be exposed.

"We're not going to hack and help secure anyone we think is doing something extremely
unethical," said John Jackson, an American researcher who works with Cottle on above-
groundprojects. "We're not going to hack surveillance companies and help them secure their
infrastructure."
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Data from research firm IDC showed Apple's shipments surged 22% to a record 90.1 million
phones in the quarter, giving it global market share of 23.4%.

A contest among Wyoming schoolchildren will decide the new supercomputer's name.
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U.S. REPORT FLAGS CURBS ON INDIAN MEDIA
Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Role of Media and Social Networking Sites in internal security

challenges

In its 2020 Human Rights Report, the U.S. State Department said the harassment and detention
of journalists critical of the (Indian) government in their reporting and on social media, has
continued, although the government generally respected the freedom of expression. It also said
government’s requests for user data from Internet companies had increased “dramatically.”

The report, which is submitted each year to the U.S. Congress, is retrospective and contains a
country-wise discussion of the state of human rights.

“The government generally respected this right, although there were several instances in which
the government, or actors considered close to the government, allegedly pressured or harassed
media outlets critical of the government, including through online trolling,” the report says.

It also details cases against individual journalists and NGO activists, including Siddharth
Varadarajan of The Wire (case by U.P. government) and Anirban Chattopadhyay
ofAnandabazar Patrika(summoning by Kolkata police).

The government made 49,382 user data requests in 2019 from Facebook, a 32% increase from
2018. Over the same period, Google requests increased by 69%, while Twitter requests saw a
68% increase.

In a section on the arbitrary deprivation of life, the report highlights the case of the Sattankulam
(Tamil Nadu) custodial deaths of P. Jayaraj and his son J. Benicks, who were arrested for
allegedly keeping their shop’s shutters open past permitted hours during the pandemic. The
report takes note of the April 2020 detention of pregnant Jamia Millia student Safoora Zargar,
who was protesting the citizenship laws.

It also mentions the arrest of JNU student Umar Khalid, who like Ms. Zargar, was detained
under the Unlawful Activities Prevention Act. On the protracted detention of politicians in J&K,
the report notes that former Chief Minister Mehbooba Mufti, arrested under the Public Safety
Act, was released after a three-month extension of her detention.
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